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Name : Verianti Liana
Position : CEO of MAGOODS Team
Verianti Liana has majored in agro-industrial technology at Brawijaya University since
2019. She is a 20 years old student with the principle of "Strive for Excellence" in doing every
process of her life. Giving the best version of herself in every stage of her life makes her grow,
learn a lot of new things, and create a valuable track record for her and her surroundings. Verianti
has achieved various achievements both individually and in teams, since elementary school until
now in the fields of arts, public speaking, education and business at the national and regional
levels and she has received TELADAN scholarship from the Tanoto Foundation since 2020.
She was awarded as the star performer in the Tanoto Scholars Leadself Program for
April-July 2020 period and currently serves as deputy head of the event department in Tanoto
Scholars Association of Brawijaya University. She had been an environment ambassador for her
school during her junior high school education in 2014-2016 and since then, her passion also
grows in Sustainable Development Goals program. The ability to think critically, innovatively, and
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creatively in conceptualizing her ideas into a complex, unique, and directed along with the realistic
frame of mind to be implemented are her strengths. During her 3rd semester in university, she
became the leader of the research and technology competition team which had received funding
from the Tanoto Foundation through the Tanoto Student Research Award competition in 2020, in
which her writing was "ALERTA: Apple Peel Dryer Using Electro-osmotic and Ultrasound
Combined with Tray Dryer" had registered as the copyright in Indonesia's intellectual property
right. All of her achievements are regarded as the chances of doing her passions and the feedback
or development parameter for her to always progress to be better than yesterday. She believes
that the process to achieve something plays an important role in improving human abilities,
including herself so she explores and puts her best effort in every competition along with her
passions in technology, education, SDGs, entrepreneurship, and continually improving herself to
be “The Best Version of Verianti Liana”.

Name: Riris Waladatun Nafi’ah
Position: CMO of MAGOODS Team
Riris is a 19 year old student who is studying agroindustrial technology at Brawijaya
University. She has a concern in the scientific and business fields towards food, social and
environment by making full efforts in making the sustainable development goals program
possible. She has the ability to build the concept of a more perfect development. In her life, she
always wanders to always do " research and try new things" and is always dedicated to problem
solving. She has skills in development, team work, and public speaking. Various achievements in
the scientific and business fields have been obtained from national to international levels.
She was awarded as the best covid-19 problem solver for her ability to adapt to new things.
During school to college, she always thinks critically and always grows with innovations to
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continue to inspire and bring benefits. She serves on one of the RnD germinated rice team that
has received awards from Asia and globally in 2020 for supporting sustainable development goals
to tackle hunger and achieve food security. She always appreciates the process of always
learning and sharing because basically she only lives once and doesn't age without work and
inspiration.

Name: Alya Alivia Abror
Position: CMO of MAGOODS Team
Alya is an active student of food science and technology at Brawijaya University. She is a
cheerful person and has a high social life. Despite being an introvert, she is always seeking new
challenges. She is always grateful to be part of tanoto scholars in TELADAN scholarship from the
Tanoto Foundation since 2020. This achievement gave her the courage for pursuing her dream,
everything is possible if we try our best.
Besides her activities as TELADAN, Alya is also active as a staff of the Executive Council
of students in the Faculty of Agricultural Technology in the ministry of human resource
development. She also has given the mandate as head of the public relations and publications
division of WONDER UP, a unit for empowering women and disabilities under the ministry of
human resource development in the Executive Council of students in the Faculty of Agricultural
Technology. Besides, Alya is responsible as the secretary of the project department of the IAAS
LC UB, the youth agriculture organization in the university
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Name: Yoga Aditya Wicaksana
Position: CTO of MAGOODS Team
Yoga Aditya Wicaksana is a 19 years old student of agroindustrial technology at Brawijaya
University since 2019. He always adheres to the life principles of being a perfectionist. He always
strives to maximize every opportunity that exists to keep him continuing to grow and develop
himself. Yoga has made various achievements, ranging from skills, sports, business, to
constructive futuristic ideas of student creativity programs at the national level.
He maximizes every effort into jobs that he goes through. Especially at third semester of
his university study, he has been able to create several innovations in the field of technology
entitled "DIOPTRE: Digital Internet-Based Fire and Smoke Detection System as a Form of
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Climate Change Management to Anticipate Indonesian Peatland Fires" and in the food sector
entitled "CEREO: The Innovation of Red Spinach Fortified Cereal and Garut Flour with Spices to
Prevent Diabetes Mellitus, Cholesterol, and Increase Body Stamina". Therefore, he is also able
to develop his soft skills in the field of graphic design. All these life journeys made him believe in
all forms of development processes in order to achieve his life goals.

Name: Rio Kevin Marcello Alwi
Position : CFO of MAGOODS Team
Rio is an extraordinary learner and smart worker Business Student at IPB University. He’s
an extrovert-build and always up for new challenges. He is vibrant, creative, and a good
communicator. With his great critical thinking, he believes that he is a problem solver. Moreover,
having experienced an e-summer course program followed by 15+ countries made him stronger
and adaptable to changes. He also actively participates in national and international competitions
as well as TELADAN scholarship from Tanoto Foundation.
Aside from building professional portfolios and collecting individual accolades, Rio’s
currently developing a literacy community to increase youth reading interest by presenting
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informative and creative content in Tapaksara. In university, he served as the Vice President in
Tanoto Scholars Association IPB and the Chief Financial Officer of Association of Business and
Entrepreneurship Students SB IPB. He believes that never stops learning because life never
stops teaching.

